In recent years, the urban and industrial kitchen trends have seen a move towards textured matt kitchen finishes that are
stylish and sophisticated but at the same time, comfortable, enjoyable and low-maintenance. The increasing popularity of
ceramic, stone and concrete finishes in furniture and kitchens proves this. These finishes add depth and tonal contrast to
the kitchen space and provide you with the flexibility of exploring multiple design options in your home. Aligning with this
trend, Häfele brings you subtle ceramic finished hoods that will not only keep your kitchen fresh but will also elevate its
design. The new range includes cookerhoods laden with: Filter-free technology - Ceramica 90, advanced motor technology
(EBM Plast) - Biscotti 80/60 and anti-drip technology - Frida 90/75.
This product memo will take you through the details of Ceramica 90 which is an impeccable blend of power and elegance,
showcasing superb efficiency of filterfree smoke extraction and the best design aesthetics on account of its textured
surface. The powerful motor can extract 22% more kitchen smoke than a standard filterfree hood. One of its unique features
is the distinctive touch of ceramic that lends a contemporary, minimalist look to the cookerhood.
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CERAMICA 90

FEATURES

The Filterfree design of the Ceramica
90 Cookerhood offers super efficient
extraction (22% more than a standard
filterfree hood) while avoiding the
frequent cleaning and maintenance
that comes with clogged filters.

The Ceramica 90 Cookerhood comes
with in-built LED lighting which
illuminates the kitchen countertop
letting you keep an eye on your
cooking when the cookerhood is
functioning.

FOR OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE VISIT HAFELEINDIA.COM

For contemporary kitchen spaces,
Ceramica 90 comes with a headfree
design created ergonomically in an
angular fashion so that it doesn’t
obstruct your free movement in the
kitchen.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Article No.
Model No.
Finish
Motor
Control
Timer Function
Filter
Extraction
Lighting
Design
Product
Dimensions
(W x D x H)

INSTALLATION

538.81.543
CERAMICA 90
Stone Glass
268 W
3 Speed Control
Available
No, Filter-free Technology
Auto Open Smoke Panel
LED
Angled Wall-mounted
896 x 416 x 989 mm

OPERATION
Symbol

Function
Light: With a short press, the light is turned on/ off

320

430

482

Switch 1st Short Press: Starts up the cookerhood
2nd Short Press: Delay off mode automatically
activates after 3 mins
3rd Short Press: Turns off the cookerhood
immediately
Speed 1: Short press to turn on and operate the
cookerhood at Speed 1
Speed 2: Short press to turn on and operate the
cookerhood at Speed 2
Boost: Operates the cookerhood at boosted speed
(approximately 30% more speed than the selected
speed) and goes back to the initial speed after 3
mins
LED Display Window: Displays 1 for Speed 1, 2 for
Speed 2 and B for Boost Speed

416

507

30
896

Delay Off Timer: Switches the extractor motor off
automatically after operating at the selected speed
for 5 minutes

Click here to view our entire range of Ceramic Cookerhoods
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